
5.

     June Meredith lay wide awake, staring up at the ceiling of the darkened bedroom. Her 

husband, his anger at last spent, was mercifully asleep. She thought over the events of the 

evening and felt a flush of shame heat up her face. As well, she felt fear, she knew the 

opportunity was lost forever and that there was now no way open to her so that she could follow a

fter the band of New Apostolics she had been forced to leave at the church. She hadn't seen the 

outcome of Carl Steinbecker's arguments with the announcer, or the escape they had made 

through the church parking lot. Bob had manhandled her in his anger, forcing her into the car and

driving furiously until they had reached home. After that, it had been one long tirade of abuse 

and accusation. Her husband had told her that he had suspected her morality for sometime and 

now there was proof positive of her involvement with the preacher. He promised her that the 

future would be hard and that she needn't expect to escape to follow after the object of her infatua

tion.

     Darren had cowered in the corner, well acquainted with his father's unpredictable temper. 

He had been abruptly ordered to bed and was glad to escape with nothing worse than a tongue 

lashing. In the darkness, June probed her own motives for wishing to leave with the others, 

perhaps it hadn't been so much that she had agreed with all that Carl had said, perhaps it was mor

e that she saw a way of escape from the tyrannical man who now snored beside her.

     Meanwhile, a hundred kilometres away, Carl continued to think about the likelihood of 

pursuit. He hoped that the media would give up, having got their story at the church and that they

would be left alone, something told him that it would be otherwise. The incident at the church 

had proved that the restraint and protection given to the Woman Clothed with the Sun had come t

o an end with the birth of her Child. Now, the church that had been dismissed and ignored, could 

expect to be the focus of persecution. Their movements would be monitored and they would be 



pursued at every turn as they fled into the wilderness.

     He was thankful that they were unobserved as he led the way off the major road and on to 

the quiet track that led to the ford. He had warned the drivers to switch of their headlights before 

they had come to the turnoff. He strained his eyes to find the way along the narrow track. It was 

already three thirty and he hadn't bothered to listened for any more news bulletins. It was 

probably too late for hard news. The track opened out on to the reservation, in the dim light he 

could see the picnicking facilities. His heart sank, there was no sign of John Prentice and the 

earlier party. They eased their cars forward slowly and stopped. The place appeared to be deserted

 then there was a momentary flicker of a car light from under the screen of trees on the far side of

the clearing. Carl squinted into the darkness as a figure sprinted across the intervening space. He 

wound down his window as the shape approached. John grinned at him through the opening. The

y clenched hands in greeting.

     "I wasn't sure who the first arrivals might be," he explained. "We've driven the cars under 

the trees. We had a problem shaking off a couple of persistent newshounds. It would seem that 

they weren't all gathered around the prima donna who was interviewing you. I suppose some of 

them guessed that we would eventually make a break for it and decided to position themselves 

just in case. It's not easy to shake off someone who's determined to trail you, when you're an 

easily identified group of five cars - still, we left them somewhere the other side of Moira."

     Carl nodded, Moira was a small town, ten kilometres outside of the city limits.

     "So, Carl, this is our first stop - where do we go from here?"

     Carl didn't have an answer, instead he gestured to his party and got them to ease their cars 

into the shelter provided by the trees. It took some time and a deal of frustrated fumbling, before 

they were all in place. Most of the children in the party were sleeping. The adults grouped around

Carl - dark shapes in the moonless night. Even the light of the stars was shut off by a thin blanket

of cloud.

     "I'm glad that you decided to join me," he told them softly. "Perhaps it would be a good 

idea if we had a roll call. I can't see you properly - "



     There were eleven families and four unattached singles, who had either provided transport, 

or who had hitched a ride. They numbered forty five in all - less than half of the number who 

had attended the meeting earlier. There were twenty children. Of the adults, there were fourteen 

men and eleven women. Carl repeated to himself the family groups.

The Prentices - four.

The Harris's - three.

The Prides - five.

The Cruikshanks - three.

The Burkes - four.

The Petries - three.

The Borgs - two.

The Attwells - four.

The Macfees - three.

The Prestons - five.

The Spenders - five.

The four singles - one girl and three men, were:

Mardi Spellman.

Peter West.

Bill Pascoe.

Carl Steinbecker.

     "We will limit our rest period to one hour," Carl told them. "Then, it's essential that we 

push on."

     Helen Prentice chimed in from the darkness.

     "What's wrong with staying here, Carl? - We're out of the city - there's water and a general 

store two miles along the main road."

     "This isn't a picnic, Helen." 

     Carl was tired enough not to care whether he sounded rude.



     "This place is surrounded by trees which will light up like so many

torches if a fireball hits them. As I remember, we're about seventy kilometres from the city 

centre. I read somewhere that if a missile is on target and it happens to be one of the usual 

destructive power, its first explosion will affect a radius of more than one hundred kilometres. 

After the first detonation, a wall of fire will sweep out from it like the ripples on a pond. In turn, 

this will be preceded by a blast wave as the atmosphere tries to get out of the way of the energy 

generated by the atomic blast. If that isn't enough - after that will come the radiation, initially in 

the form of white hot material sucked up by the blast - afterwards, invisible and just as deadly - "

     His audience was silent.

     "Let's get some rest, we have a long drive ahead of us."

     John Prentice's voice was shaky.

     "Where can we hide, Carl? Where do we go?"

     "I don't know - I made that clear at the church. Highway Five leads through Mandeville 

and there could be Apostolics left behind there. If so, we ought to invite them to team up with us.

 After that, the Highway leads through farmlands - it might not be the best road to follow."

     "Wouldn't it add to our problems - taking along some more people, I mean?" someone 

asked from the darkness.

     "I suppose it might," Carl's agreement was measured. "But, we're still in the business of 

taking care of each other - "

     They dispersed back to their cars. A snatch of a scripture verse, inaccurately remembered, 

floated through Carl's mind - 'And darkness was upon them - gross darkness upon the people'. 

He tried hard to sleep but couldn't subdue the thoughts and pictures crowding his mind. The restle

ssness grew - they had no business to be loitering there, it was like tempting God - already they 

were on borrowed time. At any moment, he expected to see the distant city erupt into a ball of 

white heat.

     He thought again of the families that had come along. Only then did it register that David 

Johnstone wasn't with them. It was a shock that jolted him out of his uneasy dozing. The younger



deacon had elected to stay in the city and take his chances with the Remnant. Carl was appalled, 

not so much with the decision - more so that he hadn't tried harder to help the young man to come

to terms with what had happened. The problem had been that they had all been preoccupied with 

their own horror and their own loss, remembering and regretting. Carl took a hold on himself 

mentally. He couldn't mend the situation - the decision hadn't been his - but he felt an utter 

sorrow for the young deacon.

     There was a hint of light in the eastern sky and it was time to start once more. Now, the 

invisible voices of the previous night became grey shapes in the pre-dawn light. With the 

developing sunrise came a light drizzle. It was sufficient to make their clothing damp and to add 

to the melancholy atmosphere.

     Carl waited patiently while enquiring young voices echoed around the quiet, tree ringed 

reservation. It took a lot to quench the wonder of children. To them this was all a great 

adventure - a thrill packed event. All too soon the wonder would cease and they would become 

quiet and withdrawn. The desolation would touch their young souls too.

     By common consent - unspoken but understood - Carl was assigned the lead position in 

the small convoy. As they lurched along the track leading away from the clearing, he wondered 

what would be waiting for them on the Highway. It was quite conceivable that the media or the 

police, would be patrolling, waiting for them to emerge from their overnight stop. Neither of the

two forces could be expected to give up easily.

     He took the rough track slowly. It was washed out in places. He marvelled at how they had 

managed to find their way through the potholes, with only the dim light of parkers to help them. 

It was amazing that they did not have at least one broken axle. In the darkness it had truly been a 

case of fools rushing in where angels feared to tread. In the half light of the dawn they were 

much more cautious. At times they came to a virtual standstill, as he worked his way around a 

bad patch. He had acquired a passenger from one of the other cars. It was a case of reorganising 

an overload. Bill Pascoe hadn't said much while Carl was concentrating on the driving.

     "Never realised that it was as bad as that last night," he broke the silence as they neared the 



Highway.

     "We'll face worse than that before we're done," Carl predicted gloomily.

     He nosed the car on to the bitumen surface of Highway Five. The road was empty in both 

directions. The convoy gathered speed, climbing gently out of the valley of the Black Seal 

Creek. At the brow of the hill where the road turned, Carl looked back almost instinctively. It 

was impossible to see the city they had left but he could picture it in his mind's eye. The sunlight

would be touching the tallest buildings of the still sleeping metropolis. There would be a 

deceptive peacefulness. For a moment he lost his nerve. What was he doing, dragging people awa

y from their homes and possessions? What if he was wrong - perhaps God would not destroy it 

after all - perhaps the others were right, the ones who had remained - like David Johnstone -

"Isn't it strange how it can be raining out here and yet, back in the city, the sun will be shining,"   

   Bill said quietly - and then: "Not having second thoughts, are you Carl?"

     The priest's answer was tightly controlled.

     "No - I'm not having second thoughts - it's time that we put more distance between us and 

the city."

     He increased speed at the top of the curve, fleeing as much from the temptation to go back, 

as from the city they were leaving.

     "Didn't Jesus say something about - Remember Lot's wife?"

     Bill's question was soft, he could have been thinking aloud. After a moment, Carl rested 

his head back against the head rest and laughed quietly.

     "You have an incredible gift - do you know that?"

     "Why, Priest Steinbecker - I can't think what you mean."

     Highway Five continued on, curving through hills at first, before giving way to gentler, 

rolling terrain. It was farm country - cattle were grazing in the early morning light. In other areas,

fields were either yielding their crops, or were being prepared for the next season. Farm workers 

were moving about their tasks. The sensation of tranquillity was almost overpowering. For quite 

a while there was no further conversation between the two men.



     "Do you have parents alive, Carl?"

     "They both died when I was young. In a way I'm glad they didn't live to see this day."

 "Were they New Apostolic?"

     "Yes."

     "My family lives - lived up in the Gazera Province. I wasn't able to contact them - I guess 

they were all taken. I'd be true to form - my old man would be right - he always reckoned I was 

the lone black sheep of the family - "

     He uttered a humourless laugh, there was silence again as they passed through a small 

village. It was little more than a half dozen buildings - a hotel and a general store.

     "How far is it to Mandeville?" Bill asked.

     "It's a hundred and twenty kilometres from the city by road. I reckon that we've another 

twenty to go."

     There was another short pause.

     "The kids will be getting hungry - I suppose we could all manage a cup of coffee - "

     "I want to press on to Mandeville."

     Bill hesitated again.

     "I understand the urgency, Carl - believe me I really do - but think about it. We might be 

heading into some sort of reception committee in Mandeville. We might have to cut and run for 

it, with all hell in pursuit. This might be our only chance - besides, the fuel situation could be 

getting critical for some - The Spenders were getting pretty low - "

     "Didn't they have enough sense to get their tank filled?" Carl snapped angrily.

     "I guess that they didn't get around to it - the service stations close at eight in their part of 

the city." Bill responded gently.

     Carl stared at the road ahead, grimly silent. He wondered if this was going to be the pattern 

for the next three and a half years. There was no doubt that some people needed their noses to be 

wiped for them. After a little while he cooled off, there was a lot of sense in what his passenger 

had suggested.



     “All right - There's a roadhouse a little further along - we'll stop there."

     "Some aren't exactly flush with ready cash - "

     It was to be expected. In the trauma of the previous day, he simply hadn't thought of funds. 

He had enough for one meal for them all. He had had the foresight to bring his account books 

with him. In Mandeville he intended to visit the bank and various other branch offices, in which 

he had funds - before they became conspicuous. Money might still have some value for a

few hours, perhaps even a day or two. He could imagine the speed with which the financial 

houses would close their doors, when they smelt the odour of a world crisis.

     The roadhouse was ten kilometres from Mandeville, just before the Highway left the low 

range of hills to join the flood plain of the Mandeville river. The roadhouse was one of those 

places that stayed open twenty four hours a day, hoping to entice a few travellers who might be 

using the road at night. Two large freight transporters stood in the ample parking area. Carl led 

the convoy off the road and waved them to the pumps. They might be hungry and thirsty but 

they wouldn't get very far on empty tanks if it came to a crisis getaway. The events at the church 

were in the front of his mind. As each car was refuelled, he made sure that it was parked with 

plenty of free space around it. He wasn't going to take the risk of again being blocked in by aggre

ssors.

     The influx of forty five people at seven in the morning, took the skeleton staff off balance. 

The skeleton staff appeared to comprise of three teenagers - one of whom was the cook, he also 

doubled as the petrol pump jockey. Carl hoped that their food wasn't going to taste of petrol. He 

realised how hungry he really was, he doubted if any of the party had eaten properly during the 

previous twenty four hours.

     Once inside the roadhouse, they placed their food orders - it was slow in coming but it 

gave them time to relax. One or two of the party were inclined to be conversational but Carl gave

a cautionary gesture of silence. The two truckies were curious and that was the way he wanted 

to keep them. Eventually, they left. Carl watched the huge trucks turn on to the Highway in the 

direction of the city. He tried to console himself with the thought that would not have listened to 



him, even if he had tried to convince them that they were heading to their deaths. One of the 

teenage waitresses started to place the food orders on the tables.

     "Are you all travelling together?" she asked brightly.

     "We're on a - a camping safari - " Carl explained. "We thought we'd make an early start 

and avoid the traffic."

     "Where are you heading?"

     "Anywhere our nose takes us - if we see a spot we think will suit us - that's where we'll stay

- "

     "There's some really nice places around here - "

     "We want real isolation," John Prentice intervened. "Away from it all - I think we might be 

a little too close to home here - "

     She nodded and delivered some more orders at the other tables. Apart from the chatter from

the children, the group was very quiet - perhaps too quiet. Carl could see the two waitresses 

watching them, he had a feeling that he wanted to hurry the group, so that they could make their 

escape before something erupted. At last the slowest eaters finished. They rose to go while Carl 

settled the bill. One of the girls switched on the television set. It was nearly time for a newscast. 

As Carl counted out the cash, the announcer started.

     "There is still widespread acclaim for the initiative of the respective governments of the 

United States and the Soviet Union, in their agreement to formulate a treaty of non aggression. 

World Leaders have generally acclaimed the action of the two governments, as a step which 

must reduce the possibility of war between the major powers and the consequential use of nuclear

weapons. Some of the Middle East nations have expressed their reservations - notably, the 

governments of the fundamentalist Islamic states.

     A more surprising response is the fact that there has been no reaction from Jerusalem on 

the issue. It has been reported by international press agencies, that the Israeli government has 

refused to issue any statement in connection with the treaty. This may or may not have special 

significance. The same agencies report a general lack of news from the Israeli capital, since 



reporting an outburst of automatic weapon fire from within the Knesset complex.

     In the meantime, it has been announced from Teheran that the combined command of the 

Jihad Army has ordered a final thrust towards Northern Israeli defence lines. The avowed 

intention of the Jihad is to be in control of the city of Jerusalem within two weeks. In the face of 

the uncharacteristic silence from the Israelis, the only reports of progress are those coming from 

the Jihad Command, who have announced major gains. Even allowing for exaggeration, it 

would appear that Israel is facing the most serious situation in its troubled history. Israel is now 

pitted against a vastly superior enemy.

     We might ask - Is this Armageddon? It would seem that it is - if we are to take seriously 

the declarations to that effect of a spokesman for the New Apostolic Church, who was 

interviewed last evening, just prior to leading a group of sect members on a wild ride across 

waste ground to take to the road. To quote from the interview, which will be shown in full, 

together with the amazing scenes that followed - Mr. Carl Steinbecker stated: 'It is our intention 

to escape from the impending destruction of this city'. The police have reported the 

disappearance of over fifty people - both families and individuals, who have a common link of 

membership of this organisation. It is reported that Mr. Steinbecker has been interviewed by the p

olice, who would like him to contact them again to assist in their enquiries. The interview in full,

 recorded last evening by our reporter Paul Clarke, now follows."

     Most of the members were at their cars. Carl collected his change without an alteration to 

his expression. He thanked the girl, holding her attention as long as possible. The other girl was 

clearing the tables and wasn't watching the telecast. He walked slowly to the door, resisting the 

urge to sprint from the room and across the open carpark to the cars. Back in the roadhouse, the 

telecast was still not being watched by the two girls.

     Carl led the convoy out to the road and turned in the direction of Mandeville. In the 

roadhouse, one of the girls glanced at the screen and found herself looking at the man she had 

just served. Carl was increasing the speed, leading the convoy down the winding road, as fast as 

was prudent.



 


